Sharikahr, Mission #225 Transcript

Space…the ultimate battleground. These are the adventures of the Sharikahr and her struggle to survive, fight and overcome, against all odds, the nefarious Klingon - Cardassian Alliance.
After years of ruthless guerrilla, the Rebellion has finally solidified its foothold on Terok Nor, but another significant victory is becoming necessary to keep the Alliance in check.  So one of the Rebellion leaders, Rene Harlan, has been put in charge of major campaign against the forces of the Alliance.
From every corner of what once was the proud Terran Empire, Harlan has collected a force of grizzled veteran fighters and they are getting ready to launch themselves in a seemingly impossible mission, retaking Earth from the Alliance.
The Sharikahr's role is to raid deep inside the alliance territory. Like a big cat they are to prey on convoys and all transports of military material to gather the supplies the Rebellion will need in its attack.
Using any trick in the book, the Sharikahr has been playing a dangerous game for the past few weeks: hiding near a major transport lane, waiting for the next convoy to fall prey of an unexpected and quickly attack before they can receive back up. Then meet with smugglers to have the precious cargo sent back to Terok Nor.
However the Alliance is no slouch: every day the Sharikahr's job is becoming more and more difficult. Convoys are more heavily escorted, military patrols are increasing, the margins of escape after every raid are becoming narrower and the danger of being caught in a trap is ever present.
Lurking in ambush from their hidden position, the rebels have spotted a large convoy coming their way: 15 transport ships, and their massive hulks full of military equipment, headed to an Alliance stronghold.
Today everyone is silent in the dim light of the Klingon's ship bridge; each rebel is deep in their thoughts aware that just luck and perfect execution separate triumph from tragedy.
These are the final moments of quiet before the storm, and dark clouds are gathering at the horizon.
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= /\ = /\ = Begin Mission = /\ = /\ =
Host XO_Rogers says:
::at the First Officer's station::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: turns from the rear console and looks towards the front screen ::
CTO_Wolf says:
::standing at Tactical with Saj by his feet::
OPS_Hembrook says:
::Monitoring COM traffic at OPS, ready to spring into action. Has all non-essential systems powered down and all the power sent to combat-related systems::
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Standing in the back of the bridge, out of the way::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::standing at a secondary console, cold stare taking in the bridge from his vantage point::
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: Captain. Sensors indicate the target is moving at warp 5. Time to intercept 20 minutes
CEO_Harris says:
::sitting in my office::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: silently at the equivalent of a science station on this ship... more used for sensors.::
CTO_Wolf says:
::runs his eye over the sensor readout:: CO: Two Birds of Prey in escort
CIV_Arinoch says:
::turns only briefly to his console, and jabs at a control to attempt to gain whether or not they're paying any attention::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Notices his former trusted side ::  OPS: Did you finish stocking those supplies?
CTO_Wolf says:
::scans his eye over the bridge crew. Sizing each and everyone up. Stops and looks at the CSO::
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: All stocked and locked down in cargo bay 2 Boss. We're all tight and right.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Quietly, but heard by all::  CO: Ships biosensors read a standard ship compliment aboard; mostly Klingon and Cardassian with a few slaves.
CTO_Wolf says:
::stands stoically at his post his hand resting on the hilt of his Dak`Tagh::
CEO_Harris says:
::kicks his feet up::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Silently questions that it could be done so quickly ::  Wolf: Only two birds of prey?  Any of the freighters armed?
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: 15 minutes till they reach the kill zone
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Feeling a pair of eyes on her, she tenses, but does not turn from the captain.::
Host XO_Rogers says:
::eyes flicker momentarily to Arinoch then continues to concentrate on the tactical situation::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::takes his eyes off the console as readings scroll across his display, and momentarily locks them on the Klingon, stiffens slightly and considers, only for a moment, letting one of the knives tucked away up his sleeves come loose... decides it can be done when their survival is insured::
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: Yes Captain only two. They appear to be. It would be wrong to assume they won’t be.
CMO_Shakes says:
::Looks over at the bridge exit and counts the steps needed to make it there::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Crosses his arms and steps forward, watching the screen, thinking he could see through space ::
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: 10 minutes to intercept
CTO_Wolf says:
::brings weapons and shields online and runs a targeting solution on the nearest BOP::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::surveys the bridge more generally now, taking note of the positions of each and every crewman:: CO: They likely have additional ships nearby. A reserve.
CEO_Harris says:
::gets up and walks around Maine Engineering::
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: Tell me when you want me to start jamming their COMs Boss, I wouldn't want to tip off our surprise party early. Right now they are running silent it seems, no COMs at all.
CTO_Wolf says:
::grunts and eyes narrow at OPS::
Host Captain_Savar says:
All: Wait for the right moment...
CTO_Wolf says:
::finger poises over the weapons console::
OPS_Hembrook says:
::Readies the COMs for jamming::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::lips curve upward into a faint smirk, and he adjusts the controls of his console to tie into the sensor readings... if he's correct, he wants to see the proof for himself::
CTO_Wolf says:
Self: ghIj qet jaghmeyja
Host Captain_Savar says:
Rogers: Rogers.  Think you can fly this thing without betraying us to your master?
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: 5 minutes
XO_Rogers says:
Savar: I have no intention of betraying you Savar. I'm here in a wait and watch capacity only. And I can fly damned well sir.
CTO_Wolf says:
::ensures the security firewalls are up::
CMO_Shakes says:
CO: Can I go? I'm not needed here.
Host Captain_Savar says:
Rogers: Then you better fly damned well.  I'd like to not die today.
XO_Rogers says:
::without waiting for an answer strides over to Flight and signs in::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::tenses slightly, getting the distinct sensation their "captain" has decided not to hear him, but just... shrugs::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Turns back to the sensors, looking around for any others, not to mention any possible advantages not yet noted.::
XO_Rogers says:
Savar: I have no intention of killing myself or anyone else.
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: 4 minutes
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Waves Shakes off ::  Shakes: Why did you come up here anyway.... to see the action?  It is no matter.
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: 3 minutes
OPS_Hembrook says:
::Runs a last minute diagnostic of the ship's systems to make sure everything is ready::
CMO_Shakes says:
CO: Whatever you say.  Your stun agent is done, and ready for deployment.  Knock out who ever you want with it.
CTO_Wolf says:
::looks down at Saj::
CTO_Wolf says:
CO:2 Minutes
CEO_Harris says:
::checking console in main engineering making sure there working in order::
XO_Rogers says:
::readies herself::
Host Captain_Savar says:
Rogers: I want us in, and fast.  Warp burst, drop us right out on top of the first bird of prey.  Hembrook: Turn on the jammer as soon as we're in warp; by the time it kicks in, we'll be there.  Wolf: Make the shots count.  I want to move onto the second bird of prey as the first one blows up.
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: by your command
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: Ready when you are Boss.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Without turning around::  CO: Their cargo bays appear to be mostly food and medical supplies.
CTO_Wolf says:
ALL: 1 Minute
CTO_Wolf says:
ALL: 1 Minute
XO_Rogers says:
Savar: Yes sir, just tell me when.
CIV_Arinoch says:
::just watches coolly, keeping his peripheral vision always centered around where Millicent's working::

ACTION: The convoy enters the Sharikahr's weapon envelope!!!

Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Counts down the final seconds in his head.  When he gets to ten, he points to helm ::  Rogers: NOW!
XO_Rogers says:
::executes the maneuver just as the Captain ordered::

ACTION: like a lioness springing into action, the ship goes in active mode, all lights on the bridge become brighter and the engines produce a slight vibration that is transferred all over the ship.

CTO_Wolf says:
::fires at the BOP:: Alloud:SuvwI'pu qan tu'lu'be'
OPS_Hembrook says:
::Activates the COM jammers and makes sure all power that can be routed to weapons, shields, and structural integrity is routed there::

ACTION: The convoy seems have spotted the Sharikahr and it is reacting. They leave warp and start assuming a defensive formation, trying to offer a lower targeting profile.

CEO_Harris says:
Computer: what’s going on:
CTO_Wolf says:
::watches his weapons fire::
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Leans back against the wall and glares at the back of the captains head::
Host Mirror_Enrico says:
<Computer>: Harris: Red alert!! Red Alert!!!
CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO: LRS are reading three large Alliance warships changing course... heading top warp toward the convoy.
CEO_Harris says:
 Crew: Red Alert to stations everybody.
CTO_Wolf says:
::turns his head an eye narrows at the CMO`s look::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Curses ::

ACTION:  the two bird of preys move to intercept the Sharikahr, they are rising shields and powering up weapons. One of them has been hit by the Sharikahr and vents atmosphere

Host Captain_Savar says:
So'tsoh: What's their intercept time?
CTO_Wolf says:
::fires again::
XO_Rogers says:
::prepares for evasive maneuvers::
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: We could just beat down the shields on the freighters, beam off the supplies and boogie, it would get us out faster and not tie us up.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Turning to watch the screen::  CO: Five hours.
Host Captain_Savar says:
Hembrook: We need those birds disabled first.  :: Looks towards Wolf ::

ACTION: Subspace, that previously was, quiet is immediately filled with transmissions many are from ship to ship, then the convoy sends a strong signal to their base. The signal is jammed by the Sharikahr.

CIV_Arinoch says:
::smirks a little more, and as things heat up, he idly leans braced somewhat against his console, watching exactly what he figured would happen...happen::

ACTION: The birds of prey use a pincer attack pattern and start firing immediately on the Sharikahr with all weapons...the Sharikahr is shaken by the hits.

OPS_Hembrook says:
::Continues to pour out the jamming and readies the transporters for use::
CTO_Wolf says:
::watches the weapons recycle and fires a full spread at the first target::
CEO_Harris says:
::wow::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Turns to look sharply at Rogers ::  Rogers: I said I didn't want to die today.  Keep us out of their fire!
CEO_Harris says:
::gets on a console and shuts down systems that are not being used and puts the power into shields::
CTO_Wolf says:
OPS: Power to shields
XO_Rogers says:
::starts executing an evasive pattern::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks at the captain dispassionately.  It was a fine day to die, but to early.::

ACTION: The wounded bird prey explodes in a large ball of fire when hit by all the Sharikahr's weapons.

XO_Rogers says:
Savar: Wolf needed a shot off before I tried to run
OPS_Hembrook says:
CTO: You've got all the power to weapons and shield the systems can stand without burning out.
CTO_Wolf says:
::shifts his firing solution::
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: Shields are at 80%.
CTO_Wolf says:
OPS: Do as I say p`Takh

ACTION: The other bird of prey keeps on firing on the Sharikahr....they seem decided to sacrifice their lives to buy time for the convoy.

CEO_Harris says:
Computer: reroute all not systems and put them into shields and weapons::
CTO_Wolf says:
::a low deep growl emanates from Saj`s throat::
XO_Rogers says:
::keeps flying in such a manner to keep them out of fire while letting Wolf get maximum shots off::
CTO_Wolf says:
::locks onto the second target and fires a full spread of torpedoes and disruptors::

ACTION: All non essential systems are off, the only non tactical system on is life support.

CIV_Arinoch says:
::turns a narrow gaze about the bridge:: CO: I do hope you have a plan for staying ahead of their friends. ::glances back at his readings, noting the approach of additional alliance ships::
OPS_Hembrook says:
CTO: I already told you, dog breath, I gave you all I could before the battle started. If you can't handle things with what you got, move over and I'll do it. ::grins::

ACTION: A disruptor hit creates a buildup of energy in one of the EPS conduits in Engineering. The conduit explodes just a few feet from Harris, leaving him dazed but unharmed. One of his assistant is not so lucky and she gets torn apart by the shrapnel.

CEO_Harris says:
*CTO*: take it away.

ACTION: Engineering fills with a green dense smoke.

CEO_Harris says:
::coughs::
Host Captain_Savar says:
So'tsoh: Have we analyzed the convoy yet?  Is anyone carrying worthwhile cargo?
CTO_Wolf says:
::a low menacing growl come from his throat as his hand blurs and his Dak`Tagh flies at OPS::
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: We have alarms in Main Engineering... looks like an EPS conduit just exploded.
CEO_Harris says:
Computer: computer filter out the smoke::
OPS_Hembrook says:
::ducks behind her console::
XO_Rogers says:
::keeps up her evasive patterns::

ACTION: The second bird of prey hit, pivots in an uncontrollable tumble, one of his wings exploded near the Sharikahr.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO: I informed you earlier, they were caring mostly medical supplies and food.
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Fixes a gaze on Wolf ::  Wolf: Concentrate on the Alliance battle!
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Notices her arm start to shake, and heads off the bridge:: CO: Enjoy the cold bed tonight.  ::Heads towards the small sickbay, expecting some casualties to come in,::
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: By your command master
CEO_Harris says:
::getting up slowly but staying close to the ground::
CTO_Wolf says:
Saj: Retrieve!

ACTION: A console on the bridge explodes, a shard passes inches from Savar's throat and hits the Civilian tearing  his  right arm, rendering it unusable.

CTO_Wolf says:
::Saj stands and moves to retrieve the Dak`Tagh for his master::
CTO_Wolf says:
::fires once more::
OPS_Hembrook says:
::Pulls the knife out of the console with a grin and gives it to the beast::

ACTION: The convoy ships have created a defensive sphere, their shields are overlapping and they return fire.

XO_Rogers says:
Savar: I believe we may be outgunned here sir.
CTO_Wolf says:
::Saj takes the blade and snorts. Returning to his master’s side. Wolf sheaths the blade::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::twists out of the way, and hisses in pain, reaching with one hand to pull out the piece, having had to do this on a few occasions::
CEO_Harris says:
ALL:: is everybody ok?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Moves over toward Arinoch and applies basic first aid::
Host Captain_Savar says:
Wolf/Hembrook: Wolf!  Can we disable one of the ship's weapons... and then Gina, tractor it away?
CEO_Harris says:
*CMO*: we might need some help down here.
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: Shields are at 70%, some micro fractures in decks 11 to 14.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
*CMO*: Medical to bridge.
Host Captain_Savar says:
All: We can't leave empty handed.
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: Yes . ::targets the weapons system and fires::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::gives So'tsoh a shove out of the way, and heads for the door::
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: Get me close enough and I can pull nearly anything with this array, but it would help if their engines were disabled.
Host Captain_Savar says:
Wolf: You heard her.
CEO_Harris says:
::checks the console and engines::

ACTION: Under the barrage of fire from the Sharikahr, one of the transports loses shields and it is severely damaged by the hits.

CTO_Wolf says:
::grunts and nods:: CO: by your command  ::fires at the engines::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: At his movement, quickly sidesteps Arinoch::
CEO_Harris says:
*CO*: looks like the Engines are working at 110% but I don’t know how long I can hold I don’t even know what I am doing this.
CIV_Arinoch says:
::makes his way down the corridor, ticked off being an understatement and storms into the sickbay::

ACTION: The engines explode, but the explosion backfires destroying the cargo ship and damaging another.

CMO_Shakes says:
*CEO*: It’s just a flesh wound I’m sure, bring anyone that needs attention to the blood rag room....
Host Captain_Savar says:
*Harris*: A few minutes more...
XO_Rogers says:
::maneuvers quickly to get Wolf the best shots possible::
OPS_Hembrook says:
::Prepares the tractor beam to lock onto the transport::
CEO_Harris says:
*CO*:yes sir.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Wiping the few specs of blood from her hand with distaste, returns to her station.::
OPS_Hembrook says:
All: Well, that went well...
Host Captain_Savar says:
Hembrook: Can we grab the damaged one?

ACTION: the main viewer shows  that a small ship is leaving one of the transports' shuttle bays and entering warp speed.

CMO_Shakes says:
::Watches the civilian run by:: CIV: I'm right behind you, what happened? :: Points to a table:: Sit::
CTO_Wolf says:
::shifts his fire and targets the disabled ship with a full spread of torpedoes::
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: I can try. ::Attempts to lock onto the damaged ship with the tractor beam::

ACTION: The disabled ship explodes..its precious cargo going in flames.

Host Captain_Savar says:
Wolf: We WANTED that one, Klingon!
OPS_Hembrook says:
CTO: Would you quit blowing up the bloody cargo?!
CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO: Heading 187, Mark 154.  They are heading back to the Alliance sector.
CTO_Wolf says:
::turns his attention to the next target::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::scans the room in search for that doctor thing of theirs, spins suddenly and nearly clocks her with the good arm:: CMO: Our dear captain has decided a few supplies are worth getting us all killed.
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Squints his eyes at the small craft ::  Rogers: After them, now.
CTO_Wolf says:
::spots another ship and targets it`s engines and fires disrupters::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Looks over at Wolf, her eyes narrowing briefly before returning to her sensors.::
CMO_Shakes says:
CIV: Sit!
CTO_Wolf says:
::looks at the CSO and sneers::

ACTION: The CARGO is hit by the Sharikahr, but her shields are still holding up.

CIV_Arinoch says:
::just stares at her:: CMO: I'll stand, thank you.
CTO_Wolf says:
::fires torpedoes at the targets engines::
CTO_Wolf says:
::swears:: CO: Main disrupters are down
XO_Rogers says:
::matches course and speed with the small ship::

ACTION: Hit again by a full spread of torpedoes the cargo ships explodes, then the Sharikahr enters warp and immediately accelerate in pursuit of the other ship.

OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: We should worry about the cargo Boss, who cares about shuttles? The nearest help is still hours away.
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Puts on some gloves and pushes the CIV's bad arm downwards:: CIV: You are too tall.  Sit, or you bleed.
CTO_Wolf says:
::stands down weapons::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::just glares, but eventually lowers himself onto the table::
Host Captain_Savar says:
Hembrook: The cargo ships are unguarded - we can come back for them.  There's... something about this one.
CTO_Wolf says:
*CEO*: Fix the disruptors. And be quick about it
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: If you want I can follow it in the Luna while you go back for the cargo? We may not get another chance like this...
XO_Rogers says:
Savar: Sir, the ship we are following is a Cardassian Hideki Class Fighter.
CEO_Harris says:
*CTO*: u got it after I clean up the blood and stuff.
CTO_Wolf says:
*CEO*: if you don’t fix it I will feed your liver to Saj
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Cuts the CIV's uniform around the area.:: CIV: It did some damage, but fixable. :: Watches others walk in:: This is going to have to be a quick fix::Grabs a tool, and cauterize where its bleeding::
Host Captain_Savar says:
Rogers: How long will it take us to catch up?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO: The smaller ship has its shields up and is too distant for my sensors to penetrate.  I am though reading 5 life signs aboard... species, unknown.
CTO_Wolf says:
::resumes his stance and looks over at the CSO::
CEO_Harris says:
*CTO*: keep yourself down I get to it now damn::
XO_Rogers says:
Savar: We are going to have to continue at Warp 9.4 to catch it.
CTO_Wolf says:
Self: Stupid humans
CEO_Harris says:
::begins working on the disruptors::
Host Captain_Savar says:
Rogers: I didn't ask how fast, I said how long.
CIV_Arinoch says:
::just shakes his head:: CMO: Just do what you have to. If captain Savar *has* become overconfident, you'll be performing triage in your quarters. ::coolly watches the CMO work, shifting just slightly where he sits::
XO_Rogers says:
Savar: Three minutes sir
CEO_Harris says:
Self: stupid Klingon.
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Uses another tool to seal the wound.:: CIV: It’s not fancy, but it will hold.   Your arm is screwed till this heals, but you won't lose it.   :: Takes off her gloves and makes a sling for the arm::  Not tonight, he can lick his own wounds tonight,

ACTION: The Sharikahr is slowly gaining ground, in two minutes the small ship will be in weapons range.

XO_Rogers says:
::increases speed::
CTO_Wolf says:
::brings the torpedoes up and lowers the yield. Targets the Shuttles propulsion and weapons systems::
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Fits the sling, and ties it on:: CIV: I'm out of pain meds sorry.
CIV_Arinoch says:
::just smirks, glancing briefly around the room:: CMO: I didn't mean on him. ::shrugs, and gets up:: I've done without before. ::steps past her, and into the corridor, not even so much as looking back::
CEO_Harris says:
*CTO*: the main disruptor is up but it would have been easy for you to fix them from the bridge.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
::Nods to herself::  CO: Sensors are being blocked.
XO_Rogers says:
Savar: I've increased speed we'll be on them in thirty seconds
CMO_Shakes says:
::Yells down on corridor after looking around:: CIV: Tell him 2 dead so far!
CTO_Wolf says:
*CEO*: Good human. you may a few minutes longer
OPS_Hembrook says:
::Continues to jam COMs and reroute power to essential systems::

ACTION: The small ship is in weapons range.

CTO_Wolf says:
::switches to disruptors and targets engines and weapons::
CTO_Wolf says:
::fires main disruptors::
CIV_Arinoch says:
::storms back onto the bridge, and immediately checks the position of everyone present before he's halfway through the door::

ACTION: The disruptors envelope the small shields significantly reducing their output.

CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: notes Arinoch's arrival and nothing more.::
CEO_Harris says:
Self: dam Klingon all ways up for a fight.
CTO_Wolf says:
::fires again::
XO_Rogers says:
::looks up briefly at Arinoch’s arrival then goes back to concentrating on flight::

ACTION: Suddenly the small ship stops, goes out of warp and drops shields....

CMO_Shakes says:
::Whiles a few others wait, cleans up the blood on the table, and gets another pair of gloves:: Outload:: Next!
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: The target is dead in the water master
CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO: I am reading 9 Klingon life forms...
CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO: Make that 8... 7... 6...
CTO_Wolf says:
::looks up and checks the readings on his console::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO: There are now 5... 4... 3... Two remaining life forms.
OPS_Hembrook says:
All: What the hell? Ritual suicide?
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: Curious :: So'tsoh: Indeed. Where is our mysterious crew going?
XO_Rogers says:
OPS: Give the ship a sweep with internal sensors, they might be trying board us.
CTO_Wolf says:
OPS: they are dying like warriors. Something you would know nothing about human
OPS_Hembrook says:
XO: Unlikely, our shields are still up. ::runs an internal sweep anyway::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
CO: To Sto'vo'kor
OPS_Hembrook says:
XO: As I thought, nobody but us rebels.
CTO_Wolf says:
::raises his head and howls::
CIV_Arinoch says:
CO: ::coldly:: I may be able to find out where that ship was heading. Been a while since I had fun...
OPS_Hembrook says:
CTO: Yeah, I prefer to make other folks do the dying. ::winks::
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Starts working on the next injured soul, fixing a gash over there eye::
Host Captain_Savar says:
Hembrook: If they're done removing themselves from the small craft... well, we might just have another ship for our fleet.  Tractor them.  Prepare a party to board and inspect it.
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Turns away to monitor the remaining two life forms, curious as to why they are still alive.::
XO_Rogers says:
OPS: Good to check anyway, last thing we want is to get caught with pants down.
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: Sure thing Boss. You want me to lead the boarding party? ::Tractors the vessel::
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: At the same time, wonders if it is actually ritual killing.  One would normally want to die with honor, would they not?::

ACTION: The vessel is now at 10,000 kilometers from the Sharikahr.

CTO_Wolf says:
::stands steadfast::
Host Captain_Savar says:
:: nods to Hembrook ::
CTO_Wolf says:
::looks at the CSO, his good eye scanning her::
CTO_Wolf says:
CO: Shall I accompany her master?
CSO_So`tsoh says:
:: Quietly:: CO: I am still unable to get a good scan of the vessel.  Something is in place that is interfering with sensors.
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: Ship is under tractor beam. ::makes a call to her Luna crew to prepare for boarding action::
XO_Rogers says:
CO: Sir, this could be a trap. the remaining crew may be planning to detonate if we get it close enough.
CEO_Harris says:
::sits in my office writing my full repot and letter to the young rebel life::
Host Captain_Savar says:
Rogers: I'm aware of that.  Hopefully Miss Hembrook is as well.  :: Fixes her with a knowing gaze ::
CMO_Shakes says:
:: Sighs:: Self: Blood, I give it, and it take it, but it still makes me sick to see so much of it....
CIV_Arinoch says:
::knowing their captain has decided to ignore him, addresses Millicent:: XO: That would defeat the purpose of stopping. They'd do nothing to us significant...
OPS_Hembrook says:
CO: I say beam over stun grenades from max range and then we go over.

= /\ = /\ = End Mission = /\ = /\ =
Time lapse is 10 minutes; next mission will open up with the Luna docked at the Alliance ship
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